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Abstract: General Secretary Xi Jinping's dream of realizing the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation is an important theoretical achievement of the Communist Party of China in the historical process of promoting the sinicization of Marxism. The proposal of the Chinese Dream has not only aroused widespread heated discussion among the Chinese people, but also aroused great repercussions around the world. However, it faces all kinds of problems that people are discussing. Whether agree, question or even oppose, it is necessary to conduct in-depth research, propaganda and practice. This will make the Chinese dream more convincing. Therefore, how to make the Chinese dream understand, recognize and practice for more Chinese people and the people of the world has become a very important issue of the times. Faced with this important era issue, young scholars should take the initiative to develop their own knowledge of science and culture, and the advantages of being keen, energetic, full of dreams, courage to take responsibility, innovation, and influence. This paper is consciously invested in the research, propaganda and practice of the Chinese dream. Therefore, it is worthy of the historical mission entrusted to it by the times, and contributes its wisdom and strength to the realization of the Chinese dream of the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation.

1. Introduction

After being elected General Secretary at the Eighteenth National Congress of the Communist Party of China, Comrade Xi Jinping solemnly presented the Chinese dream to the world for the first time when he visited the exhibition "Road to Renaissance" on November 29, 2012. He pointed out: "To realize the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation is the greatest dream of the Chinese nation in modern times." [1] (36) Since then, he has made a profound exposition of the Chinese dream on many occasions. Especially in the report of the Nineteenth National Congress of the Communist Party of China, the Chinese Dream, as a high-frequency word, has been repeatedly mentioned by General Secretary Xi Jinping as many as 13 times. General Secretary Xi Jinping embodied the idea of the Chinese Dream into the goal of "two hundred years". That is to say, when the Communist Party of China was founded 100 years ago, a well-off society was built in an all-round way. By the time of the founding of the People's Republic of China, a socialist modern country with rich, strong, democratic, civilized, harmonious and beautiful will be built As an important theoretical achievement in the process of Marxism in China, the Chinese dream has released a powerful appeal and influence. Not only has it caused widespread public debate among the Chinese people, but it has also caused great repercussions in the world. For a time, the Chinese dream became a buzzword in the world. Facing people's various issues in the discussion of the Chinese dream, how to make the Chinese dream understand and recognize the Chinese people and the people of the world has become a very important issue of the times. Faced with the issues of this era, the vast majority of young scholars undoubtedly have the responsibility of being inescapable. As a young scholar with more modern scientific and cultural knowledge and advanced concepts, he generally has the characteristics and advantages of keen thinking, energetic, full of dreams, daring to take on, daring to innovate and influencing widely. These characteristics and advantages enable young scholars to keep pace with the times and grasp the pulse of the times. Thus stand in the forefront of the development of the times, leading the development direction of the times. This not only provides convenience for young scholars to study, propagate and practice the Chinese dream. It is also the basis for the Party and the state to place great expectations on young scholars to be researchers,
propagandists and practitioners of the Chinese dream. Therefore, "the vast number of young people should bravely shoulder the important tasks entrusted to them by the times. High-minded, down-to-earth. Efforts should be made to release the dream of youth in the vivid practice of realizing the Chinese dream of great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation." [2] The vast majority of young people must bravely shoulder the heavy responsibilities entrusted by the times, aim high, and be down-to-earth, and strive to release their youthful dreams in the vivid practice of the Chinese dream of realizing the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation. Young scholars should give full play to their own advantages, bear in mind the historical mission given to them by the times, and go deep into the research, propaganda and practice of the Chinese dream. Only in this way can the masses of the people better understand the scientific connotation of the Chinese dream in real life. Understand the opportunities and challenges facing the Chinese dream, the way the Chinese dream is realized, and the relationship between the Chinese dream and the world. So use the Chinese discourse to tell the Chinese story, let the world better understand China and embrace China. Reducing the challenges and obstacles encountered in the realization of the Chinese dream, and thus worthy of your own knowledge and ambition.

2. Young scholars to be researchers of the Chinese dream

As the goal of realizing the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation, the Chinese dream is not just a simple discourse, but the general outline of the new central leadership collective governance of the party since the 18th National Congress of the Communist Party of China. Under this general outline, the Party Central Committee with General Secretary Xi Jinping as the core. In the face of increasingly complex and ever-changing international and domestic situations, we use strategic thinking, systematic thinking, historical thinking, and dialectical thinking. Unite and lead the entire party and the entire army and the people of all nationalities. Under the guidance of the great banner of socialism with Chinese characteristics, "to co-ordinate the two major domestic and international situations, firmly grasp the general tone of the work of striving for stability, and maintain strategic strength. To comprehensively deepen reform and promote various tasks, focusing on ideological and institutional aspects. The plan involves the strategic, overall, and long-term issues of reform, development, stability, internal affairs, foreign affairs, national defense, and the rule of the party and the rule of the country."[3] In the process of perfecting the socialist system with Chinese characteristics and promoting the modernization of the national governance system and the governance capacity, we should take measures to improve the socialist system with Chinese characteristics. According to the "four overall" strategic layout of building a well-off society in an all-round way, deepening reform in an all-round way, governing the country according to law in an all-round way and strictly administering the Party in an all-round way. Eight Provisions have been formulated to carry out mass line education and fight against corruption. In accordance with the five development concepts of "innovation, coordination, green, open and sharing", we should deal with and resolve the problems and challenges in economic and social development. According to the idea of the community of human destiny, we should adhere to the road of peaceful development and the strategy of opening up for mutual benefit and win-win results. By promoting the construction of "one belt and one road" and constructing an ecosystem of respecting nature and green development, we can achieve cooperation and win win among all countries in the world. At the same time, it actively adapts to the new normal state of medium and high-speed economic growth in China, and actively leads the new normal state of economic development. Under the new conditions, they are brave in practice and good at innovation. Thus formed a series of new ideas, new ideas and new strategies for governing the country. Make the Chinese dream an overall idea that integrates the national dream, the national dream and the individual dream. "Providing scientific theoretical guidance and action guidance for deepening reform and opening up and accelerating socialist modernization under new historical conditions."[4]

The Chinese dream is to achieve a goal of building a well-off society in 2020 and reaching the level of the world's moderately developed countries by the middle of the 21st century. To achieve this goal is not a very easy question. This requires us to mobilize the enthusiasm, initiative and
creativity of the broad masses of the people on the basis of adhering to the socialist system with Chinese characteristics and comprehensively deepening reforms. Combine the country's development goals with the realization of the people's interests, and unite the broad masses of the people to work together to realize the Chinese dream of the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation. However, in concrete practice, in the face of the current major contradictions in our society, it has been transformed into the reality of the contradiction between the people’s growing need for a better life and the uneven development. Under the new normal of China's economy, how to effectively solve the regional gap, the urban-rural gap, and the ethnic gap is still a serious problem. How to implement the "four comprehensive" strategy and the "five major development concepts" and how to realize the Chinese dream must adhere to the Chinese road, carry forward the spirit of China and rally China's strength. All these require young scholars to combine their research interests and expertise. Guided by problem consciousness, we should go deep into life, the masses and the reality. On the basis of investigation and research, the paper carries out in-depth theoretical discussion and theoretical demonstration. Then it draws the correct conclusion in line with the reality and gives a scientific answer. So as to put forward specific suggestions and effective measures for national and local development in line with the actual situation. Provide intellectual support for the development of national and local economy and society, and give full play to the pioneering role of young scholars in leading the trend of the times.

3. Young scholars must be propagators of the Chinese dream

The Chinese dream is a multi-dimensional overall dream. It is related to the prosperity of the country, the rejuvenation of the nation, the happiness of the people, and the peace and development of the world. It is about the development of the country and the future of the individual. It is related to China and to the world. In the context of the slowdown in China's economic growth and the implementation of the “return to Asia-Pacific” strategy and the strengthening of military political containment against China. How to look at the Chinese dream from different perspectives not only allows the Chinese dream to be understood and accepted by the Chinese people, but also to be understood and accepted by the people of the world. This requires young scholars to carefully publicize and explain the Chinese Dream on the basis of research. In this way, we can mobilize all positive factors at home and abroad and unite all those who can be united. While taking the road of China, carrying forward the spirit of China and uniting China's strength. To reach international consensus as far as possible, reduce the obstacles and obstacles encountered in the process of realizing the Chinese Dream, and form a joint force conducive to the realization of the Chinese Dream. Then we can effectively meet the challenges and solve the problems, so that the Chinese dream can be realized as soon as possible and benefit the Chinese people and the people of the world.

3.1 The Chinese dream carries the dream of a powerful country of the Chinese people

From the perspective of the bearing subject, the Chinese dream is first and foremost the dream of a strong nation of the Chinese nation. The Chinese nation used to be an advanced nation with advanced science and technology and flourishing culture. For a long time, it has been leading the way of the world and has made its own unique contribution to the development and progress of human society. However, since modern times, our country has been beaten everywhere and the people have been humiliated because of the backwardness caused by the closure of the country. Especially in the 1930s, Japan launched a comprehensive war of aggression against China, which made the Chinese nation face the danger of national subjugation and seed extinction. Although countless people with lofty ideals struggled for the independence and prosperity of the Chinese nation and spared no effort to shed blood, they failed again and again. After the founding of the Communist Party of China, the first revolutionary goal of the Communist Party of China is to save the people from fire and water, to realize the independence of the country and the liberation of the people. In order to achieve this goal, the Communist Party of China combines the basic principles of Marxism with China's specific national conditions. Unite and lead the people of all ethnic groups
to fight hard and struggle. It was finally turned into a semi-colonial and semi-feudal society into an independent new China. Turn a poor and backward old China into a new China that is increasingly prosperous and prosperous. Thus, the glorious dream of the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation shows hope for success. Investigating the history of the rise and fall of the Chinese nation, we can draw a basic truth: the future and destiny of the individual are closely related to the future and destiny of the country and the nation. Therefore, when pursuing personal development and future, we must integrate into the development of the country and the development of the nation. Only in this way, personal happiness will be built on a solid foundation, and there will be practical security. “The big river has no water and the river is full, and the big river has a small river full of water.” This is the truth.

3.2 The Chinese dream is the dream that the Chinese people are striving for

From the perspective of time, "the Chinese dream is historical, realistic, and future." [1] (49) The Chinese dream is first established in the process of the Chinese people's great rejuvenation in the modern times since the modern times. Based on the basis. It carries a historical summary of the unremitting efforts of countless benevolent people. Second, the Chinese dream is based on a realistic judgment of the basic national conditions of China's primary stage of socialism. It reflects the longing and pursuit of the masses of the people for a better life. Not only that, but also the "two hundred years" plan is the goal of China's future development. So that the Chinese dream is based on scientific design and has operability to achieve. Therefore, the Chinese Dream links the history, reality and future for which the Chinese people struggle from time to time. It not only reflects the hard struggle history of the Chinese people in realizing the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation, but also reflects the reality of the Chinese people's pursuit of a better life. At the same time, it also shows the bright future of the Chinese people.

3.3 Chinese dream reflects the value pursuit of the Communist Party of China

From the perspective of value, the Chinese dream embodies the value pursuit of the Chinese Communist Party to lead the Chinese people in realizing national modernization and moving toward communism. As the vanguard of the Chinese people and the Chinese nation, the Communist Party of China was born on the occasion of national decline, national peril, and people's suffering. Since its birth, it has taken national independence and people's liberation as its own goal of recent struggle, and has realized communism as its long-term goal. "When the Communist Party of China was established, it realized communism as the party's highest ideal and ultimate goal. It did not hesitate to shoulder the historical mission of realizing the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation. Unity led the people to wage a arduous struggle and wrote a magnificent epic of the mountains and rivers." 2] In order to achieve these two goals, the Chinese Communist Party first carried out a new-democratic revolution, and through the arduous struggle and bloodshed, established a new China. After the founding of New China, the Communist Party of China united and led the Chinese people to carry out the socialist revolution successively. After three major reforms, China's socialist system has been established, so that the broad masses of people feel the happiness of turning over as masters. After the establishment of the socialist system, the Communist Party of China led the Chinese people to carry out a comprehensive socialist construction, and in 1978 began the second revolution of reform and opening up. Although the tasks and objectives of the Communist Party of China are different in different historical periods, it is necessary to build China into a powerful socialist modernization country. Realize the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation and let people live a happy life. And ultimately realize everyone's free and all-round development of the Communist society, this initial heart has never changed. It can be said that the Chinese Dream bears the goal of the Communist Party of China to achieve national prosperity, national rejuvenation and people's happiness. It embodies the value pursuit of the Communist Party of China in pursuit of the lofty ideal of communism. It is the great banner and spiritual impetus of the Communist Party of China to lead the Chinese nation to pioneer and forge ahead in the new era.
3.4 Chinese dream is conducive to world peace and development

From the perspective of the world, the Chinese dream belongs to both the Chinese people and the people of the world. "The Chinese people's dreams are closely related to the dreams of the people of all countries. To realize the Chinese dream is inseparable from a peaceful international environment and a stable international order." [2] As the world's largest developing country, China is achieving the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation. The Chinese dream process. What is pursued is not hegemonism and aggression and expansion, but a world dream of peaceful development, cooperative development, win-win development and harmonious development. This has been clearly stated in China's foreign policy. Therefore, "the realization of the Chinese dream brings peace to the world, not turmoil. It is an opportunity, not a threat." [2] This point can be clearly seen from the implementation of the reform and opening-up policy centered on economic construction in China. Since the reform and opening up, China has continued to carry out disarmament. From the million-dollar disarmament in the 1980s to the 500,000 disarmament in the 1990s and the 200,000 disarmament in 2003. After the founding of New China, the Communist Party of China united and led the Chinese people to carry out the socialist revolution successively. After three major reforms, China's socialist system has been established, so that the broad masses of people feel the happiness of turning over as masters. After the establishment of the socialist system, the Communist Party of China led the Chinese people to carry out a comprehensive socialist construction, and in 1978 began the second revolution of reform and opening up. Although the tasks and objectives of the Communist Party of China are different in different historical periods, it is necessary to build China into a powerful socialist modernization country. Realize the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation and let people live a happy life. And ultimately realize everyone's free and all-round development of the Communist society, this initial heart has never changed. It can be said that the Chinese Dream bears the goal of the Communist Party of China to achieve national prosperity, national rejuvenation and people's happiness. It embodies the value pursuit of the Communist Party of China in pursuit of the lofty ideal of communism. It is the great banner and spiritual impetus of the Communist Party of China to lead the Chinese nation to pioneer and forge ahead in the new era. Therefore, in the process of realizing the Chinese dream, China not only needs to learn more about the complex and changing world through reform and opening up. And the world also needs to take off the ideology of colored glasses and let go of the old model of Cold War mentality. With a strategic vision, an open attitude, a broad mind, a cooperative attitude, and a win-win thinking. Come to learn more about and understand the changing China in reform and opening up. Only in this way can the Chinese dream go hand in hand with the dreams of countries and regions in the world such as the American Dream, the Russian Dream, the European Dream, and the African Dream. Under the theme of the era of peace and development, we will jointly address issues and challenges brought about by globalization such as financial crisis, climate change, nuclear proliferation, and regional disputes. Create a prosperous, harmonious and orderly world, so that the earth's homeland we live together will be better.

4. Young scholars must be practitioners of the Chinese dream

"The empty talk about the wrong country, the real work of the state" [1] (44). Everyone has their own dreams and pursuits, and they all hope to live a happy and beautiful life. But good dreams have always been made on the basis of hard work, and happy life is struggling. The key to whether the Chinese dream can be realized is whether it can put the dream into action and make the dream come true through down-to-earth efforts. Therefore, young scholars must not only use their own knowledge to study the Chinese dream, but also use their passion to promote the Chinese dream, and to be a practical practitioner of the Chinese dream. Because "the youth is prosperous, the country is strong, and the young is strong. The younger generation has ideals, skills, and responsibilities. The Chinese dream of the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation will eventually be in the generations. In the relay struggle, it becomes a reality." [2] If young scholars are only "both ears do not smell the window, read the book of the sages in one heart", and study in the study
all day long. Or sit there with a group of people and talk about how beautiful the Chinese dream is. We can't prove how much we have contributed to the realization of the Chinese dream of national prosperity, national rejuvenation and people's happiness by personal actions. We can't make our Chinese dream come true with our hard work. So, even if its research on the Chinese Dream is good, its propaganda language is beautiful and pleasant, and ultimately its effect in the masses will be greatly discounted. Therefore, whether the research and propaganda effect of young scholars can be achieved still needs young scholars to set a good example for everyone with their own actions. Through their own examples for people to make a reference, through the real case demonstration let people see the learning model. Such cases are not necessarily tall, but they are close to life, reality and the masses. Thus, people can feel the reality and possibility of realizing the Chinese dream in vivid examples. This will influence and motivate the people around them, and enhance their confidence and courage to realize their dreams. And consciously combine the individual dream with the national dream and the national dream, and put them into the great action of the Chinese dream. For example, Yan Ning, a professor of Tsinghua University, has made a series of important scientific achievements in the field of biology through down-to-earth and diligent research. These achievements not only have high biological significance, but also have high medical value. Professor Yan Ning has greatly enhanced the popularity of Chinese scholars in the world through her outstanding research. She has also won the “Influential China“ 2017 scientific and technological figures. It can be said that Professor Yan Ning used his own personal actions to explain how young scholars should practice the Chinese dream. Therefore, it faces the broad stage and favorable conditions that the times and countries provide for themselves. Young scholars must always feel the urgency of waiting for me, the sense of responsibility of whoever I am, the sense of mission that is brave in innovation, and the sense of execution of action. With his exuberant energy, agile thinking, rich knowledge, outstanding talent. Give play to the spirit of young people's courage to act, dare to fight and the spirit of academic research, educate people, contribute to the country, serve the society, and inherit the civilization. Actively invest in the construction of science and education to rejuvenate the country, strengthen the country with talents, enrich the country, rule the country according to law, harmonious China, and beautiful China. To contribute to the prosperity and prosperity of the country, the rejuvenation of the nation, and the happiness of the people, to contribute their own intelligence and personal strength. In turn, the joint efforts of the broad masses of the people to practice the Chinese dream will be brought together, and the Chinese dream of the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation will become the conscious action of the broad masses of the people. This prompted the early realization of the Chinese dream!
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